Evaluation in quantitative structure--property relationship models of structural descriptors derived from information-theory operators
During the search for new structural descriptors we have defined the information-theory operators U(M), V(M), X(M), and Y(M), that are computed from atomic invariants and measure the information content of the elements of molecular matrices. Structural descriptors computed with these four information-theory operators are used to develop structure-property models for the boiling temperature, molar heat capacity, standard Gibbs energy of formation, vaporization enthalpy, refractive index, and density of alkanes. The information-theory operators were applied to six molecular matrices, namely, the distance D, the reciprocal distance RD, the distance-path Dp, the reciprocal distance-path RDp, the path Szeged Sz(p), and the reciprocal path Szeged RSz(p) matrices. In combination with other topological indices, the information-theory indices offer good structure-property models for all six alkane properties investigated in this study.